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motoring beyond the line of the Sabkha1 channel which we
were to cross during the afternoon.
Suddenly a mud wall appeared out of the mist in front of
us with a few palms. We had covered the 10 miles to
Dulaiqiya, and it would be long indeed before any of us again
rode in a motor car. We came to a halt and dismounted. A
dozen figures surged out of the fog to greet us and unload the
lorry. They had been cowering for warmth over a camp fire
in front of a double-poled tent. Another tent, single-poled,
circular and spacious—to say nothing of quite an attractive
scheme of mural decoration—stood a little apart, destined for
myself. A cauldron was set upon a second fire to give us in due
course our first meal of plain boiled rice liberally mixed with
the clarified Gutter called Samn* Meanwhile I went through
the rather solemn business of being introduced to the com-
panions of my coming wanderings. Sa'dan I had known for
a week or so. Zayid and Ibn Ma'addi, who, besides being
deputy-leader, was also the chaplain of the party, I had met
the previous afternoon. The rest I had never seen or heard of
before. It was perhaps better so. We started all round
without prejudices or preconceived notions. Some of them
shook me warmly by the hand, others saluted me with the
kiss of peace. They looked rough enough and tough enough for
anything, but at the moment they were all miserably cold. The
temperature in the open at mid-day, when the sun was trying
feebly to show himself through the mist, was only 50° Fahr.
We sat down thirteen round the great dish of rice to cement
the bond of our new fellowship ; and the occasion was, I
think, of sufficient importance to justify a catalogue of my
companions, whose very names will ever evoke in my mind
memories of the pains and pleasures of what I need not hesi-
tate to describe as the greatest and pleasantest experience of
all my life.
Zayid ibn Munakhkhas was, as already stated, our leader.
'Abdullah ibn Ma'addi, depujby leader and chaplain, was
of the Bard 'Amr section of Subai5, but, like Zayid, mainly
town-bred and hailing from the oasis of Ranya.
1 Saline flat or valley.
* The QM of India, but generally made from sheep's milk.

